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Ultimately, the floral form itself is only one 
means through which her desired expression 
can be achieved, and as a consequence 
Kinghorn has continued to produce designs 
that are geometric and non-representational 
alongside her flower brooch/pendants.

Since the late nineteenth century, floral imagery has often served the artist as effective 

camouflage for innovative practices: a means of carrying out experiments with form 

and expression while remaining squarely within the realm of representation. Because 

of their tremendous range of colors and shapes, flowers can, in other words, be employed  

by the artist to induce almost purely aesthetic experiences without alienating viewers who 

are unaccustomed to venturing beyond the immediately recognizable in art. In the late 

paintings of the symbolist Odilon Redon or the well-known water lily studies of Monet at 

Giverny, flowers supply the more mundane explanation for why a particular shape or 

color appears where it does in compositions that ultimately have less to do with botany or 

landscape than with perception, association and emotion. Ikebana and garden design 

could be thought of similarly as essentially abstract arts in which flowers come close to 

being purely formal elements and the driving factor is concern for expression. In art, 

flowers are almost never merely flowers. Their emotive potential as forms is too difficult to 

resist for any artist who aspires to more than pedantic transcription of nature. 

Given the usefulness of flowers as formal elements in expressive art, it is no doubt 

significant that Minneapolis artist Judith Kinghorn developed the distinctive floral 

vocabulary of her recent jewelry only after years of working in a more architecturally 

inspired vein in which representation did not figure. In the early 1990s, for example, the 

style of her work was appropriate for the commission she received to produce one 

hundred thirty-five pins commemorating the opening of the University of Minnesota, 

Twin Cities’ Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum, a Frank Gehry stainless-steel-skinned 

Opposite page, clockwise from upper left: BLUE MOON FLOWER BROOCH/PENDANT of sterling silver, 
twenty-four karat gold, twenty-two karat gold and blue moonstone; fabricated, fused, roller textured, 
granulated and oxidized, 7.9 centimeters wide, 2008. Photograph by Peter Lee. ALLIUM STICK PIN of 
sterling silver, twenty-four karat gold, twenty-two karat gold, bronze coated sterling silver; fabricated, 
fused, textured, granulated, and oxidized, 11.4 centimeters long, 2010. Photograph by Peter Lee. 
DAHLIA BROOCH/PENDANT of sterling silver, twenty-four karat gold, twenty-two karat gold; fabricated, 
fused, textured, granulated, and oxidized, 7.6 centimeters wide, 2010. Photograph by Peter Lee. 
MEADOWFLOWER BROOCH/PENDANT of sterling silver, twenty-four karat gold; fabricated, fused, roller 
textured, engraved, and oxidized, 7.0 centimeters wide, 2006. Photograph by Michael Knott. 

SAMPLER BRACELET of sterling silver, twenty-four karat gold, twenty-two karat gold, eighteen karat gold; 
fabricated, fused, roller textured, engraved, granulated, and oxidized, 17.2 centimeters long, 2006.

Glen R. Brown

Judith Kinghorn
IntuItive Expression
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construction of gleaming convergent planes. Aesthetically, 

Kinghorn’s pins responded directly to her impressions of the 

new building’s manipulation of space, the effects it produced 

with reflected light and the hard, smooth surfaces of its exterior. 

These she extracted, transformed and integrated into her own 

composition according to principles of design worked out in 

the numerous previous contexts of her jewelry. 

The easy grasp of complex formal relationships evident  

in her current work derives directly from that background of 

logically relating regular shapes to one another for aesthetic 

effect. Her flowers are at most only half organic, since the 

structures that they assume originate as much in the artist’s 

knowledge of the expressive potential of abstract shapes, tonal 

contrasts and manipulation of volume as in reference to  

actual buds and blossoms, pistils and petals. Kinghorn may 

absorb information from the experience of nature, often in  

the context of her daily walks, but she never resorts to sketching 

as a means of recording those experiences, nor even as a  

means of organizing those experiences into plans for constructing 

objects. General impressions of flowers—visual experiences 

rendered more concise in the medium of memory—are all that 

she needs to fuel her work at the jeweler’s bench. Her flowers 

evolve from the mingling of abstract reminiscence, the expert 

deployment of subtly expressive form and the application of 

technical skills refined over years of practice. 

Intuition no doubt also plays a role. Kinghorn exhibited a 

knack for arranging objects in childhood, and later would 

employ that gift in practice as an interior designer. The 

application of her design sense to jewelrymaking was gradual, 

beginning with simple experimentation with shells and other 

small found objects. After stringing some beads for earrings 

and realizing the value of an ability to create her own findings, 

she decided to enroll in a metalsmithing class at a nearby 

technical college. There, her ambition—as much a hallmark of 

her work as style or imagery—plainly revealed itself. “At that 

time they didn’t offer much instruction,” she remembers, “but 

that was good for me, because I wouldn’t have had the 

patience to stick with it if I’d had to work on beginner’s projects. 

I started out with a very complicated piece: a big silver cuff 

that had compound curves and beaded edges. The woman who 

was substituting admitted that it might be too difficult for  

her too, but she said, ‘let’s try it.’ It took both of us with two 

torches to get enough heat onto it.”

The intrepidity to engage in this kind of trial-and-error 

method has never lessened in Kinghorn’s approach to her work. 

Creating her complex designs without benefit of preliminary 

drawings can, of course, be risky, and a “whole drawer filled 

with what might be called mistakes” attests to the occasional 

CHRYSANTHEMUM BROOCH of sterling silver, twenty-four karat 
gold; fabricated, fused, roller textured, and oxidized, 7.6 
centimeters diameter, 2005. Photograph by Michael Knott. 

LICHEN BROOCH of sterling silver, twenty-two 
karat gold; fabricated, hammer textured and 
oxidized, 9.5 centimeters long, 2009.
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price of proceeding purely on intuition. But the freedom 

involved in working through a process that consists of making 

then responding to what has been made provides the artist’s 

strongest motivation. This kind of dialectical method of creation, 

introduced to American art in the 1940s through the Abstract 

Expressionist movement, is naturally more difficult to adhere 

to in metals than in more plastic media such as painting or 

ceramics. Kinghorn has, however, employed it with great success. 

At the request of her collectors, she has on numerous 

occasions returned to many of her more popular designs, but 

her method of working assures that each time she covers 

somewhat different ground. “I never do things the same way 

twice,” she asserts, “so there are no two pieces exactly alike.”

The variety characterizing the creation of her jewelry is 

especially interesting given that Kinghorn’s materials and 

techniques are fairly consistent—in fact, they serve essentially 

as constants against which variables of the design process  

can be more keenly experienced. Although some of her work is 

done exclusively in gold or incorporates various stones that 

she acquires during yearly buying trips to the Tucson Gem, 

Mineral and Fossil Showcase, her signature work is 

constructed from sheets of twenty-four karat gold and sterling 

silver fused together by means of a mouth blowpipe or torch. 

This ancient tool, which utilizes oxygen supplied by the 

jeweler’s own breath to modulate heat during fusing, is precisely 

the kind of device that one might expect to appeal to an artist 

who is deeply engaged in process and who relies heavily on 

intuition. Since learning to use the mouth torch through a 

workshop taught by Harold O’Connor in 1991, Kinghorn has 

eschewed commercially available bimetal despite the amount  

of work involved in producing her own. Once the gold and 

silver are fused, the sheet must be brought to the desired 

thinness by running it through rolling mills as many as thirty 

times while periodically annealing it to recover its malleability. 

In the final stage, the artist or one of her longtime studio 

assistants, Nadine Harrington, Julie Nelson or Mel Tudisco, 

runs the sheet through the rollers along with an etched plate  

or a piece of rough paper to apply texture to the surface. The 

resulting material is ideal for cutting into shapes that can be 

formed into leaves or petals.

The earliest of Kinghorn’s organically oriented works were 

made at the end of the 1990s, after she had largely abandoned 

shiny silver surfaces in favor of more subtle effects and had 

begun experimenting with hollow, textured forms as a 

consequence of attending a die-making workshop taught by 

Susan Kingsley. Her Twig and Leaf Necklace—which she has 

periodically re-explored in variations ever since, despite the 

sixty to seventy hours required to produce them—was notable  

POD BROOCH/PENDANT of sterling silver, twenty-four karat gold, 
twenty-two karat gold; fabricated, fused, engraved, roller textured, 
granulated, and oxidized, 8.9 centimeters long, 1999. Photograph by 
Michael Knott. 

PINCUSHION FLOWER BROOCH/PENDANT with moving petals of sterling 
silver, twenty-four karat gold; fabricated, fused, textured, granulated, 
and oxidized, 5.4 centimeters diameter, 2010. Photograph by Peter Lee. 



as much for its combination of twenty-four karat gold  

with textured and darkly patinated silver as for its new 

representational aspects. Consisting of up to thirteen main 

segments joined together with hinges fashioned from small 

bits of wire with balled ends, the design is structurally 

dynamic. Some of the leaves, mellow gold colored on their 

upper surfaces and dark gray on their under sides and along 

their thin, curling edges, are set on hinges that permit them 

to swivel gently in reference to the motion of their natural 

counterparts under the influence of a breeze. The twigs to 

which these rustling elements are attached imply energy as 

well. Pulled through a drawplate, twisted, embossed with texture 

and darkened with liver of sulfur, they lie somewhere between 

trompe l’oeil naturalism and organically inspired abstract form. 

The first of the Twig and Leaf necklaces proved to be an 

important precursor to Kinghorn’s floral designs, which inhabit 

the same ambiguous space between meticulous naturalism  

and pure abstraction. Around 2003, she created the prototype 

for much of her later work in Chrysanthemum, a twenty- 

four karat gold and sterling silver brooch equipped to serve 

alternately as a pendant. The design dramatically exploited  

the tonal contrast between the patinated silver and subdued 

gold of the fused-metal. Consisting principally of thinly cut 

strips of the fused sheet with their ends curled gently inward, 

Chrysanthemum creates an impression of blossom-like 

softness, even the physical tenderness associated with newly 

revealed petals, that is manifestly at odds with the actual  

tactile properties of the materials from which it is composed. 

This contradictory relationship between image and medium  

is intriguing to Kinghorn, and reflects a basic tenet reflected in 

other choices she has made in her floral works as well: that 

effective design requires contrasting elements as well as 

harmonious forms. This idea is also reflected in the 

relationship between the front and the surprising reverse of 

Chrysanthemum, which confronts the viewer with a backing  

in the form of a saw-toothed, gear-like disk that suggests a 

regularly geometric silhouette of the flower. Subsequent floral 

brooch/pendants are fitted with similar backings, often with 

patterns etched into their surfaces as private communications  

to eventual wearers.  

Black-Eyed Susan, Penta, Meadowflower, Poppy, Pincushion 

Flower, and Dahlia, all designs that followed the general  

format of Chrysanthemum, are other floral brooch/pendants 

in which Kinghorn has carefully balanced the relationship 

between contraries such as naturalism and abstraction, 

organicism and geometry, and light and dark. Key to the 

equilibrium of all of these oppositions is the surface treatment, 

which in the case of the twenty-four karat gold involves 

application of patinas and a process of brass brushing to produce 

effects that are sometimes smoky, sometimes nearly iridescent. 

POUCH PENDANT of sterling silver, twenty-four 
karat gold on silk cord; fabricated, fused, roller 
textured, and oxidized, 5.1 centimeters long, 1994. 
Photograph by Michael Knott.   

PENTA (STARFLOWER) BROOCH/PENDANT of sterling silver, twenty-
four karat gold; fabricated, fused, roller textured, engraved, and 
oxidized, 5.7 centimeters wide, 2008. (Penta won first place in the 
METALinclinations2, an international online exhibition).
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Not only does this surface treatment conjure the variegation 

found in actual petals, it also assures that regularity will not 

overcome the brooch as a whole. Likewise, it prevents light 

from entirely overwhelming darkness on the surfaces of what 

are ordinarily highly reflective materials. Assuring a subtle 

tension between contrary visual elements—a state not of rest 

but rather of competition between equally matched formal 

characteristics—is one of the fundamental aesthetic strategies 

that Kinghorn employs throughout her work. The energies 

implicit in this tension are not only the primary means 

through which the compositions are constructed formally but 

also the principle contents of work: the currents of meanings 

that pulse beyond the denotation of flowers.

This denotation is, in fact, so secondary to the primary 

concern for aesthetic expression that Kinghorn often titles her 

works only after they are complete and general similarities to  

a particular kind of flower can be discerned. Ultimately, the 

floral form itself is only one means through which her desired 

expression can be achieved, and as a consequence Kinghorn 

has continued to produce designs that are geometric and non-

representational alongside her flower brooch/pendants. One 

of the most popular of these has been the Sampler bracelet,  

a tour de force of techniques in sterling silver and gold in 

twenty-four, twenty-two and eighteen karats. Consisting of  

a row of silver-framed, rounded-corner square compartments, 

each enclosing a different pattern or motif, the bracelet 

showcases Kinghorn’s skills in weaving, soldering, forming, 

and granulation on a minute scale. Though the Sampler 

bracelet is especially time consuming and the variations in 

each present her with new challenges, this piece perhaps 

encapsulates the artist’s motivations more effectively than any 

other of her designs. Here the range of expression, contained  

in discrete and intimate energy fields arranged in linear 

sequence, comes closest to suggesting a sustained utterance:  

a kind of visual sentence in which each unit of meaning is 

inflected with a slightly different, even competing, content  

of feeling though the effect of whole is perfectly melodious. 

The Sampler bracelet makes clear the artist’s desire to 

communicate, through an abstract language of positive 

emotional energy, with those who live with her creations.  

“It’s really important to me to connect with the people who 

buy my work,” she asserts. “I want them to feel good when 

they’re wearing it and hopefully keep it and pass it on.”
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JUDITH KINGHORN. 

FLAMING HEART BROOCH/PENDANT of 
sterling silver, twenty-four karat gold; 
fabricated, fused, roller textured, 
and oxidized, 5.4 centimeters, 2002.
Photograph by Michael Knott.


